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Imagine if you could learn to shoot safely and effectively at home — saving yourself time and
money you don’t have to waste. Well, now you can! Navy SEAL Shooting teaches you the
groundbreaking training method developed by one of the most respected firearms instructors in
the world, retired Navy SEAL Chris Sajnog. If you’re one of the thousands of people who have
read the 5-star rated How to Shoot Like a Navy SEAL, Navy SEAL Shooting is the next step!
With easy-to-follow, step-by-step instructions, and 385 illustrations, this book covers the
techniques you need to know to make effective shots in any high-stress situation. For beginners
to experts, you will learn to plan your training, improve your accuracy and speed, shoot while
moving, and clear malfunctions. Plus discover every manipulation needed for any semi-
automatic pistol or carbine.Whether in combat, competition, or just safely and confidently
protecting yourself or your family, this book will help you dominate any opponent. Stop searching
YouTube for instructional videos that only confuse you from people with no actual instructor
qualifications. In Navy SEAL Shooting, you’ll be taught a complete firearms training system from
a proven instructor, who was hand-selected to develop the entire Navy SEAL Sniper Training
Program.Discover the insider secrets to effectively protect yourself, your family, or your country –
like Chief Sajnog did as a US Navy SEAL.Inside You’ll Discover:Why learning to shoot at the
range is the worst place possibleHow to avoid mistakes shooters traditionally make hindering
accuracy All the firearms training you need to rival the best shootersShooting positions allowing
you to increase accuracy past distances you never thought possibleAn easy to do test you must
take first if you want to be a first-rate shooterSafe firearms handling, even if you think you know
everything about safetyTechniques world-class snipers use to improve shooting by 95%How to
outshoot anyone by simply changing the way you thinkHow to master marksmanship with 7
fundamentals to raise your readiness level instantlyThe tactical skill that can land a combat
effective shot before the enemy can even see it comingHow to find your natural point of aim to
fire combat effective shotsWhy the trigger finger placement you've likely learned could leave you
wide open to dangerPlus much more Shoot like a Navy SEAL, Unlock Your Warrior Potential,
and Protect Your Family -- Without Expensive Trips to the Firing Range!

Once again, Chris demonstrates why he was an expert in the most elite military force. A must
read for those serious about hitting the target. --Ryan Zinke, CDR SEAL Team 6, US
CongressmanYou literally can t find the techniques taught in this book anywhere else because
Chris developed them! He taught the US Navy SEALs to become masters of shooting under
extreme conditions and now he s offering you the same opportunity. --Scott McEwen, #1 New
York Times Bestselling Co-Author AMERICAN SNIPER and the national Bestselling Sniper Elite
series of novels.I've known Chris since our days together in the SEAL Teams, and his dedication



and ability is and always has been impressive. With this book, as well as in his previous
publications, he has taken a difficult and sometimes mysterious skill set and has re-thought,
clarified, and adapted the material to make it much more accessible for the beginner and the
expert alike. Chris would be my first choice to teach shooting to my friends and family. Don't miss
this book! --Joel Lambert, Former Navy SEAL, Discovery Channel, Lone TargetAbout the
AuthorChris Sajnog is a retired Navy SEAL Master Firearms Instructor, Neural-Pathway Training
(NPT) Expert, speaker and Disabled Veteran Small Business Owner. He is one of the most
experienced and respected firearms trainers in the world, being hand-selected to develop the
training for the US Navy SEAL Sniper program. As a Navy SEAL he was the senior sniper
instructor, a certified Master Training Specialist (MTS), BUD/S and advanced training
marksmanship instructor. After retiring from the SEAL Teams in 2009 to spend time with his
family, Chris began training civilians and law enforcement officers. He is the founder of the New
Rules of Marksmanship, a revolutionary approach to firearms training and has a passion for
finding innovative ways to teach elite-level shooting skills online as rapidly as possible to his
students. He is a federal and state certified firearms instructor and has trained DOD, DHS, FBI,
CIA, Law Enforcement, and multiple foreign allies in all aspects of combat weapons handling,
marksmanship, and tactics. He lives in San Diego, CA with his wife Laura and two boys, Caden
and Owen.
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Avid Reader, “Buy this book to improve your marksmanship.. Buy this book! I've given this book
review much thought. It's not Shakespeare; it's better. This is why you should buy this book.1. It's
cheaper than wasting ammo at the range and not improving your skill.2. It's written by an expert
and not a self-professed expert. He's a real one, and his life and others depended upon their
shooting skills and marksmanship.3. It's well written and exceptionally illustrated. The prose is
concise and to the point. The illustrations help guide you through the prose or vice versa.4. As a
teaching manual, the instructor gives you homework at the end of each chapter. Remember, he
is a retired Navy SEAL and an instructor..5. It's not his way or the highway. He respects
differences and acknowledges you must manage your differences with his techniques and
training.6. The focus is on the fundamentals and mechanics of becoming a marksman, and it
explains the basics of shooting well from paper targets to competition to tactical.7. You do not
need unlimited ammunition though he does admit it was really nice to have as a Navy SEAL.
Use dry fire training repeatedly in your training regimen.8. He does not emphasize speed. He
does emphasize almost exaggerated focus on techique and efficient body movement. Speed
comes naturally.9. The book contains simple ideas and ways to improve your shooting skills from
front sight focus to trigger control.10. SAFETY is always the top priority in your training. He
states, "No one is so good that basic firearms and range safety rules don't apply."The emphasis
in the book is on handguns and carbines. If you want a book on being a sniper, you might have
to wait for him to write it. This book does not cover that art and skill. Don't buy this book if you
think it's a quick read and you're done. Remember, he gives you homework. Train with his
techniques and methods for improvement. I do suggest you read the book cover-to-cover before
you start the homework. That gives you the roadmap. Though, I admit it's not necessary. Once
you start, try to train every day. It's not a weekend warrior book.I'm an old dog, but I did learn new
tricks. Honestly, I'm returning to shooting after years of not shooting. Here's the new trick. Shoot
with both eye open. Sounds impossible; it's not. It's retraining your brain and vision to work
together. Covid-19 has kept the old dog from the range. So, I haven't tested it yet. But, I'm deadly
accurate with a pencil eraser. (That's an attempt at humor. And, you have to read the book to get
it.)In summary, buy this book. You have little to lose and much to gain. Remember, and this is a
quote from the book, if you want to shoot like a Navy SEAL, you must do what they do . . . "Train
your ass off!"To the author:Mr. Sajnog thank you and your family for your years of service to our
country. Thanks for writing this book.Full disclosure: I purchased this book, and read it. I have
received no compensation from anyone or entity for this review not do I expect to receive any
compensation in the future for this review. It is my honest and forthright assessment of the book.
I have no association with the author, company, or publisher and zero financial interest in writing
this review. I'm "old dog" that liked the book and thought "younger dogs" would really benefit. As
Wyatt Earp stated, "Fast is fine, but accuracy is final."”



Jacob Oliver, “Thorough and good for beginners. I joined the Army last year and barely passed
my rifle qualification tests. I’m shaky, and my eyesight is awful, even when it’s corrected. With
great effort comes great results however, and studying the techniques in this book has improved
my shooting substantially. Read the whole thing front to back. And learn the importance of dry
firing. This book is worth the money.”

Anonymous, “The Bible of Marksmanship. Ten years ago, I sat down and read Jim Owens' books
in an effort to improve my marksmanship with my rifles and pistols and got excellent results. The
benefits of systematic training go without saying. In the southern United States most of us good-
ol'-boys and girls grow up with guns in our hands, yet we never take the time or expend the effort
to really learn to shoot. In spite of this lack of discipline, some of us manage to shoot reasonably
well, but most end up being sloppy and inaccurate. Reading a book on the subject is looked
down upon as nerdy and pretentious. But I submit that no amount of trigger time will ever
compensate for disciplined and systematic training. I can remember reading Rogue Warrior,
Dick Marcinko's (founder of Seal Team Six) biography as a teenager and hearing him wax
poetical regarding the virtues of dry firing firearms as an essential element of training. I took it to
heart and have benefited markedly as a result. Nevertheless, every time I say how important it is
and how much I value it, people sneer at me like I am some kind of sissy before turning and
shooting crappy groups or bump-firing aimlessly at discarded soda bottles 4 yards downrange.
(Who's sneering now, you rednecks?) So you can imagine that when Sajnog jumped right in
stressing the importance of dry-fire, it brought a smile to my face.As I said, I got my start with Jim
Owens' books ten years ago. And Jim's series is great, especially for those who shoot service
rifles competitively. Recently, however, I decided to see what the latest literature regarding
marksmanship had to offer. Sajnog's Navy SEAL Shooting, with all of its positive reviews, was a
natural choice. I ordered it. In my first read-through, I was delighted to find a wealth of fresh
insight and perspectives regarding marksmanship. I was also shocked to find that many of the
things that I have taken and practiced for years as gospel are just plain wrong. But Chris
Sajnog's matter-of-fact writing style and intuitive and scientifically-backed methods won me over
quickly. While I was quickly convinced of the merit of Sajnog's methods and theories, taking
them from theory to practice was challenging. However, the effort is well worth it. My
marksmanship, which had essentially plateaued, is once again improving.This book covers
everything from the mental and physical aspects of marksmanship to the techniques of firearms
manipulation in combat. It is a truly impressive body of work that will doubtless be THE foremost
book on the subject of marksmanship for civilians, law enforcement, and military for decades to
come. Sajnog's writing is clear and descriptive and the book is packed with extremely useful
illustrations and photos.Though certainly not a shortcoming of the book, the shooting stances
and many of the techniques for long guns are geared towards the M4/AR-15 platform. As such,
there are certain elements that just do not transfer over to those of us who shoot more
conventional rifles (in my case, lever guns.) Regardless, I was not disappointed with this book in



any way.I cannot overemphasize the fact that Navy SEAL Shooting is packed with information.
You won't be able to ingest it all in one read-through or even two. Navy SEALs are expert
marksmen and completely badass for two primary reasons: A.) They are HIGHLY disciplined
and make training a chief priority and, B.) They are type-A nerds underneath all the badass-ity
and are highly analytical and are sticklers for theory. Bearing this in mind, it is important to
understand that Navy SEAL Shooting is not going to make you a better shooter if you are not
willing to expend the mental focus and thought to process all of the information and come up
with a systematic approach to putting it into practice. If you want to shoot like a Navy SEAL, you
have to put in the time, effort, and systematic focus of a Navy SEAL. In short, it takes work
(Millennials be warned.) Everything you need to become and be an excellent shooter is between
the covers of this book. However, it is up to you to put it all into practice.Having said all that, go
ahead and order a set of A-Zoom Snap Caps in the caliber of your choice, a Dynaflex Powerball,
and a good grip strengthener ( I highly recommend the MummyFit Grip Strengthener.) Sajnog is
not wasting his breath when it comes to training recommendations.”

john, “The perfect book for beginners. A great reference for experienced shooters.. If you're a
new shooter and want to seriously shave some hours and frustration off of learning the
fundamentals, then this book is priceless.Chris isn't training you to be fast, necessarily. He's
teaching you to be accurate and responsible for every round you send downrange. This book is
not for those focusing on target shooting per say, but more on developing rock solid
fundamentals with center-mass focused self-defense.Clear, concise and easy to read, Chris
cuts through dogma and myth to deliver real world results.One of the best shooting books I have
ever read.”

David S., “Outstanding book on shooting that is incredibly illustrated. Great value.. I found this
book to be an extremely valuable tool in establishing the basics of building the foundation to
properly handle, hold and fire a weapon accurately. Great illustrations simplify the text and
instructions. Packed with a wealth of knowledge at a bargain price. Enjoy!”

N. Pedret Anton, “Good shooting!. Massive and more than you will expect. I also have his ebook.
It's helped me tons and there is a lot of information given in a very comprehensible way!
Definitely a must for shooters and shooting enthusiasts! Good shooting!”

Andy, “Five Stars. Great quality product, exactly as described”

Paulo, “Like the other book wrote by the same author. Like the other book wrote by the same
author, this one is very helpful to increase shooting skills. I recomend it.”

Kaloyan Chorlev, “Awesome book. Great book! I learnt alot!”



The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 1,105 people have provided feedback.
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